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Abacus
Chris McGowan

ISBN: 978-0-917990-07-6
Twelve-year-old AP is crazy about 
science but Kate, his older sister, 
has no time for him or his geeky 
experiments. All that changes 
when a curious abacus transports 
them back to Arthurian England. 
Stalking them on every trip is a 
hooded stranger whose attacks 
show he’ll stop at nothing to 
snatch the abacus.
(Young Adult Sci-Fi)
 
 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/abacus/abacus.html

Tempus Fugit
Frank Almond

ISBN: 978-0-917990-50-2
Trapped in a white Ford Cortina 
with Sir Julian Gaylord Duck-
worth aka the Duck. What cruel 
fate is this for Stephen Gilmore 
Sloane, who only wants to spend 
the day making up with his girl-
friend Emma Gummer? Stephen 
and the Duck squirm out of the 
clutches of the futuristic Sex 
Police as the mystery of Stephen's 
birth and the whereabouts of 
Emma Gummer unravel. 
  
Cover art by Joel Barr

 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/
boson/fiction/tempusfugit/tempus-
fugit.html

Future Tense
Frank Almond

ISBN: 1-932482-10-5
FUTURE TENSE is the sequel 
to TEMPUS FUGIT. It picks up 
exactly where the first book leaves 
off. Sloane now finds himself reu-
nited with his girlfriend, Emma, 
at Duckworth Hall. It should be a 
time for love and celebration, but 
our hero’s hopes are soon dashed 
when he finds that Emma is ob-
sessed with a mysterious stranger, 
one of the Duck’s houseguests. 

 Cover art by Joel Barr

 

 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bos-
on/fiction/futuretense/futuretense.
html
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The Digital Dream
Mike Cartlidge

ISBN: 978-0-917990-21-2
The Time? The future. Hours, 
days, weeks, months. A couple of 
years, maybe. The Place? Here, 
I guess. Wherever here is. Our 
computers and networks make 
the world a single place. It’s all 
becoming one. Isn’t it? 

Cover art by Joel Barr

 
  

http://www.bosonbooks.com/
boson/fiction/digitaldream/digit-
aldream.html

 

Space Rescue One
Atk. Butterfly

ISBN: 0-917990-15-3
 When disasters strike ships in 
space, only three ships stand ready 
to answer the call in in our solar 
system. On board Space Rescue 
One are two dedicated teams will-
ing to put their lives on the line to 
save the lives of others. 

 
 
   

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/rescueone/rescueone.
html

Rust Bucket
Atk. Butterfly

ISBN: 1-886420-50-5
Volume 1 in the Rust Bucket Uni-
verse Series. "The Ape-oid was 
remarkably fast, but mostly he had 
longer arms than I was used to.  
He managed to knock the stinger 
out of my hand just as it cleared 
the holster.  I think he was just as 
surprised when he realized that I 
had longer legs as my foot lashed 
out and hit him in his hairy chest, 
knocking him onto his back.  I 
reached into my hidden holster 
and pulled my antique projectile 
weapon." 

 Cover art by Joel Barr

 
   

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/bucket/bucket.html
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Attack Butterfly
Atk. Butterfly

ISBN: 1-886420-53-X
Volume 2 in the Rust Bucket 
Universe series. “Susan watched 
the fixed sight sweep onto another 
destroyer as her ship came from 
behind the enemy fleet. She fired 
her Mark VI and peppered the 
enemy destroyer from stern to 
bow. She definitely saw two of her 
shots go clear through the hull to 
reveal space on the other side. The 
guns on the destroyer fell silent. 
She knew she had destroyed it.” 
 
 Cover art by Joel Barr

   

http://www.bosonbooks.com/
boson/fiction/atkbutterfly/atkbut-
terfly.html

TAKEN!
Gayle Peters

ISBN: 978-1-886420-02-1
So what if you're Jonathan Proph-
et, a widower, father, and deputy 
sheriff in Vidalia County, Georgia, 
and it's been a hot summer Sun-
day on roadblock duty at the Flint 
River Bridge looking for escaped 
cons from state correctional, and 
this mother of all thunderstorms 
blows up to break the drought, 
and you're left alone when your 
partner takes a Code Seven to go 
for burgers, and a UFO barrels in 
through the downpour twenty feet 
over your head and smashes into 
the red Georgia clay and you think 
that taking a close look might 
change your life?
  

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/taken/taken.html

Zenak: The End of 
the Beginning
George S. Pappas

ISBN: 978-0-917990-52-6
Zenak is an epic hero whose story 
is uncovered in current time with 
the discovery of an archeologi-
cal site in Eastern Turkey. Scrolls 
written in an untranslatable lan-
guage are found in a nearby cave. 
One of the archeologists travels 
to the Himalayas to meet with a 
newly found tribe of human-like 
creatures, where he discovers that 
one of the tribe knows how to 
translate the scrolls. 
 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/zenak/zenak.html
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Festival in Fire 
Season
Ellyn Bache

ISBN: 978-0-917990-70-0
Danger fills the air in a North 
Carolina beach town as wildfires 
from the surrounding woodlands 
move closer. In the midst of the 
growing crisis, the lives of three 
strangers touch and entwine - a 
school administrator who also 
works as a volunteer fire fighter, a 
feisty high school "Azalea Prin-
cess " in the Azalea Festival, and 
a beautiful but unhappy jewelry-
maker. Chosen as a Literary Guild 
and Doubleday Book Club selec-
tion.
 
  

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/festival/festival.html

Chasing Charlie
John Chabot

ISBN: 
Dylan Crooke's known men like 
Charlie all his life—men with 
eager smiles and guaranteed get-
rich schemes. But Dylan leaves 
his dark past behind, or so he 
thinks, when he moves to a sleepy 
NC coastal town. He's hardly 
unpacked when he becomes 
entangled in a murder, art theft, a 
revolutionary invention, an angry 
thug, a heartbroken woman, and a 
too-nosy neighbor.
 

 Cover art by Jen Taylor 

 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/charlie/charlie.html

Where Evil Lurks
Robert D. Rodman

ISBN: 978-0-917990-79-3

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/lurks/lurks.html
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The Evil That Men 
Do
Robert D. Rodman

ISBN: 978-0-017990-89-2

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/evil/evil.html

Waking Caliban
Mike Cartlidge

ISBN: 978-0-917990-96-0
A 400 year-old puzzle, a modern-
day hunt to the death. The world’s 
greatest-ever literary figure died, 
leaving no public record of his 
life apart from a few scant notes 
from friends and acquaintances. 
But what if Shakespeare did leave 
a record, an explanation of his 
times? What if he left it hidden, 
along with his own editions of 
plays that are known today only 
through the secondhand recollec-
tions of the players who appeared 
in them? What would scholars 
and fans give to get their hands on 
such a trove? And what would it 
be worth?

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/caliban/caliban.html

 Death in Living 
Gray
John Clayton

ISBN: 978-1-932482-63-8
Prudence leaves her job in a Cali-
fornia art gallery to marry a young 
army captain on the way home 
from Vietnam. She settles into the 
life of a country housewife at the 
old Abernathy plantation in Ma-
son County,Virginia. When one 
of her heavy tractor sofas crashes 
through the parlor floor of the old 
Abernathy house, a secret com-
partment exposes a skeleton in a 
Confederate Lieutenant's uniform. 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/gray/gray.html
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White Pawn on 
Red Square
Hugh McLeave

ISBN: 
At the height of the Cold War, 
a Russian girl plots to steal the 
mummified body of Lenin and use 
it as a hostage to free her dissident 
brother and others from a Siberian 
gulag. She recruits five people, 
each with a motive for settling 
scores with Lenin, but someone 
is a traitor. Two plotters die and 
four others land in the notorious 
Lubyanka prison before one of the 
group hatches a plan to outwit the 
KGB.   

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/pawn/pawn.html

The Bent Pyramid
Hugh McLeave

ISBN: 978-
Ewan Chisholm, despised drunk 
but gifted Egyptologist, is ordered 
by his curator at the Aspenwall 
Museum to fetch Sir William 
Garfield Tate’s papers from his 
widow. Chisholm stumbles on an 
envelope containing snapshots 
of a horde of pharaonic jewelry 
never seen before. When the As-
penwall governors learn about the 
jewel hoard, they decide to send 
Chisholm to Egypt to find it for 
their museum. In Cairo, he soon 
discovers Garfield Tate and his 
Nubian mistress were probably 
murdered and Lady Garfield Tate 
might have been involved.   

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/pyramid/pyramid.html

 

Mayhem, Mystery 
and Murder
John A. Brousssard

ISBN: 978-1-932482-39-3
 “Back when I was a kid grow-
ing up in South Chicago, I never 
dreamed that having a Lebanese 
father and a Syrian mother would 
turn out to be an asset. But my an-
cestry paid off big-time when I sat 
down across from Timothy Fisher 
at a San Francisco sidewalk cafe 
on that warm September morning.
He bought my cover as a Mid East 
terrorist hook, line and sinker. 
Of course, being an FBI agent, 
I’d been provided with excellent 
cover...”
  Over 50 mystery short stories 
by John Broussard, a prolific and 
compelling writer. 

 Cover art by Joel Barr
 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/mayhem/mayhem.html
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The Yoshinobu 
Mysteries: Volume 
II
John A. Brousssard

ISBN: 978-1-932482-30-0
 Cover art by Joel Barr The John 
Broussard novels Death of a Tin 
Man's Wife and A Very Person-
nal Death from The Yoshinobu 
Mysteries ebook series are now 
together in print. You can order 
it from your local bookstore or 
online from Barnes and Noble, 
Powells, or Amazon. 

 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/
boson/fiction/yoshinobu2/yosh-
inobu2.html

Quite Contrary
John Chabot

ISBN: 978-1-932482-29-4
The unusual thing about the col-
lection Quite Contrary is the range 
of subgenre. Although these are 
all crime stories, each is vastly 
different in its approach to the 
crime. One story, "A Step Above 
The Beasts," borders on horror, 
following the actions of a highly 
ethical murderer. "Time, The 
Thief," which is set in a piazza in 
Italy, shows the power of imagina-
tion, and comes dangerously close 
to being a romance. In several of 
the stories, notably "Five Points 
Of View," who the bad guy is may 
come as a surprise or even remain 
a mystery. 
 
 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/contrary/contrary.html

The Yoshinobu 
Mysteries: The first 
4 novels
John A. Brousssard

ISBN: 978-1-932482-11-9
Elima—imaginary Elima. It is 
one of the Neighbor Islands. 
That is what the residents of 
the main island of Oahu call the 
other islands in Hawaii. Elima 
is a county in its own right: the 
island has its own mayor, police 
force, tax structure, and share of 
corruption and murder. The first 
four Kay Yoshinobu novels are 
offered together for the first time 
in this one volume:Death of the 
Tin Man's Wife, The Left Hand of 
Death, Death of a Developer, and 
A Method to Murder. 
 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/yoshinobu/yoshinobu.
html
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No Time for Death: 
A Yoshinobu Mys-
tery
John A. Brousssard

ISBN: 978-1-932482-16-4
Hawai'i is a paradise, especially 
for real estate salesmen.  But Ron 
Crockett, recently arrived from 
the mainland and amazingly suc-
cessful in marketing properties, 
finds a serpent in paradise.  The 
snake is in the form of his boss, 
Dale Matthias.  Unloved while 
alive, he is a far worse problem 
when found dead in his office, 
since Ron is suspected of killing 
him.  The evidence is overwhelm-
ing, and the proceedings are exac-
erbated by a prosecuting attorney 
who sees a successful conviction 
as a step up to higher office.
 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/notime/notime.html

Dead and Gone: A 
Yoshinobu Mystery
John A. Brousssard

ISBN: 978-1-932482-19-5
The rain-soaked streets of Napua 
on Hawaii’s island of Elima are 
a far cry from a battlefield but, 
for returned soldier Kimo Stan-
ner, there’s a sudden reminder of 
warfare when a figure rushes in 
front of his pickup and he feels 
the impact. Even before getting 
out to view the damage, he knows 
the pedestrian is dead, and there’s 
nothing for it but to report to the 
police—except that when the 
police arrive, the body has disap-
peared.

  

http://www.bosonbooks.com/
boson/fiction/deadandgone/dead-
andgone.html

Death and Near 
Death: A Yoshino-
bu Mystery
John A. Brousssard

ISBN: 978-1-932482-20-1
The setting is the Big Island of 
Hawaii. With its active volcano 
and its frequent earthquakes, it has 
long been the subject of Polyne-
sian legends. And, at the core of 
the legends, are the tales told of 
the alii, the Polynesian nobility, 
who possessed a strange power 
making them invulnerable to at-
tack. Lehua Watanabe, investiga-
tive reporter for the Kona News, 
suddenly acquires this mysterious 
force, which serves her well in her 
encounter with organized crime, 
but which also has strange and 
unwanted side effects.
 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/deathneardeath/death-
neardeath.html
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Dead Before a Ri-
val
John A. Broussard

ISBN: 978-1-932482-18-8
It’s a beautiful day in Hawai’i. 
Kay Yoshinobu and Sid Chu have 
been invited for a day trip on 
the luxurious Forbes yacht. At 
the outset, the excursion meets 
all expectations, until one of the 
revelers meets a sudden death 
while diving. At first it seems like 
a tragic accident, but the discov-
ery of nitrous oxide in his diving 
bottle indicates otherwise.  

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/deadbeforearival/dead-
beforearival.html

Mana
John A. Brousssard

ISBN: 1-932482-24-5
The setting is the Big Island of 
Hawaii. With its active volcano 
and its frequent earthquakes, it has 
long been the subject of Polyne-
sian legends. And, at the core of 
the legends, are the tales told of 
the alii, the Polynesian nobility, 
who possessed a strange power 
making them invulnerable to at-
tack. Lehua Watanabe, investiga-
tive reporter for the Kona News, 
suddenly acquires this mysterious 
force, which serves her well in her 
encounter with organized crime, 
but which also has strange and 
unwanted side effects.

 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/mana/mana.html

Murder at Milltown 
Junior College
John A. Brousssard

ISBN: 978-1-932482-06-5
John A. Broussard's Murder at 
This mystery begins with the mur-
der of Milltown JC's un-beloved 
president Gilbert Green. Green 
has a despicable secret. Is that 
what got him killed? Or has some-
one simply gone mad? Academic 
murder is an unlikely scenario in 
this seedy, down-at-the-heel Pa-
cific Northwest logging town. The 
suspects are many and the clues 
are few. 
 
Cover art by Joel Barr

 
 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bos-
on/fiction/milltown/milltown.html
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 Fifty-Minutes Fla-
herty
John A. Broussard

ISBN: 
Fifty-Minutes Flaherty presents 
forty-one short stories in the 
tradition of Sherlock Holmes, 
with a difference. "Fifty-Minutes" 
Flaherty is Holmes brought up to 
date, accelerated, and sprinkled 
with humor. Homicide Lieuten-
ant "Fifty-Minutes" Flaherty has 
acquired his nickname from his 
success at solving crimes in less 
than an hour. In each story the 
reader is ordinarily provided with 
enough clues to be able to antici-
pate Flaherty's solution—but not 
always. 
   

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/flaherty/flaherty.html

Poisonous Kiss
Andras Totisz 

I
ISBN: 978-1-886420-99-1
"The story of the cop was a 
made-for-tabloid tragedy: He was 
young, good-looking, talented and 
convicted of murder. Then there 
was the love interest. Beautiful, 
about ten years older . . . " John 
Arany is the detective, shot down 
with his partner in a dark hallway. 
Celia is the lover, the beautiful 
police psychologist, who injects 
him with an aggression-enhancing 
virus. When his partner dies, 
Arany goes hunting for the killer. 
He does not know the virus has al-
tered his psychology. Celia wants 
only to save his life. Mysteries 
pile up. Murders occur. Good 
guys turn bad. 

 Cover art by Joel Barr

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/poisonouskiss/poison-
ouskiss.html

Agnes Among the 
Gargoyles
Patrick Flynn

ISBN: 0-917990-39-0
Set in the freewheeling 1980s, Ag-
nes Among The Gargoyles com-
mences at the dedication of an of-
fice tower constructed atop Grand 
Central Station. The building, the 
work of billionaire real estate bar-
on Ronald Wegeman, sticks out of 
the venerable Beaux-Arts railroad 
terminal "like a thirty-story mid-
dle finger." When a plan to assas-
sinate Wegeman goes awry, Agnes 
Travertine finds herself hailed as 
a hero and drawn into the Great 
Man's circle. Meanwhile, Agnes's 
friend Barbara Foucault becomes 
the first victim of the Minotaur of 
the Labyrinth, New York City's 
latest serial killer.  
 Cover art by Joel Barr

 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/agnes/agnes.html
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THINK FAST!
Darby Roach

ISBN: 978-1-886420-96-0
Booney Dugan is fresh out of jail 
and looking to start over. But he 
left a few loose ends back at the 
prison, and now he may or may 
not be wanted for murder. Booney 
plans to high-tail it out of town 
just in case, but before he can 
make his move, he finds himself 
tangled up in a robbery gone bad 
and an accidental kidnapping that 
leaves him the only protector of a 
five-year-old girl. 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/thinkfast/thinkfast.html

Snoqualmie Pass
Darby Roach

ISBN: 978-0-917990-30-4
The wealthy, sophisticated and 
handsome New England College 
of Art Professor, Beck Mitchell, 
has just made the mistake of his 
life. He’s unwittingly insulted an 
underworld kingpin and now the 
don, Maurice, "Maw" DiFazio, is 
out to salve his honor with Beck’s 
blood. After a hit attempt in which 
Beck is wounded in the face, he 
panics and, bleeding and disfig-
ured, flees his swanky Providence 
only to find himself trapped in a 
blizzard in the Cascades.

 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bos-
on/fiction/snoqualmie/snoqualmie.
html

 Our Fathers
John Chabot

ISBN: 978-1-886420-59-5
When Matt Carlsberg is found 
dead in a cottage on Connor 
Beach, the police must find not 
only who killed him, but why. 
The investigation is conducted 
by Harry Chervenic, a detective 
with too much experience, and his 
sometime partner Mickie Wilder, 
young and ambitious. A cab driver 
gives them clues to Matt's mys-
terious financial dealings, and a 
former lover tells of Matt’s fa-
ther’s murder.  The hunt for the 
killer, the hunt for the prize, and 
the twenty-two year old crime all 
draw together to lead to the final 
climax.

 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/fathers/fathers.html
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 Now Mourn the 
Space Cadet
John Chabot

ISBN: 978-1-886420-71-7
Now Mourn the Space Cadet is 
the second in a series set in Con-
nor Beach, involving detectives 
Chervenic and Wilder. The first 
in the series is Our Fathers. Tina 
Siegert, a first rate flake, searches 
for the secrets of mystical power. 
She is found dead, her body 
adorned with arcane symbols, a 
stake driven into her chest. Detec-
tives Mickie Wilder and Harry 
Chervenic look for her killer 
among her friends, enemies, and 
husbands. After a second murder, 
the killer targets Mickie as victim 
number three. 

 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/spacecadet/spacecadet.
html

Death Wears a 
White Gardenia
Zelda Popkin

ISBN: 978-1-886420-14-4
Zelda Popkin solves her intriguing 
mystery with a female detective 
named Mary Carner. Death Wears 
A White Gardenia is the first of a 
series of mystery novels featur-
ing young,  pretty Mary Carner, a 
trained investigator on the secu-
rity staff of a major department 
store in New York City in the late 
thirties and early forties. Mary 
Carner is analytical, intuitive, 
direct, tactful, independent, and 
receptive. Her character, emerging 
when it did, challenged the male 
gender-role stereotyping that for 
many years was all there was in 
detective fiction. 
  

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/gardenia/gardenia.html

Time Off For Mur-
der
Zelda Popkin

ISBN: 978-1-886420-20-5
In Time Off For Murder Mary 
Carner, the efficient department 
store detective, leaves her job at 
Blankfort's Fifth Avenue Store 
when her friend, Phyllis Knight, 
a young socialite attorney is 
found murdered after having been 
missing for six months. Inspec-
tor Heinsheimer of the New York 
Homicide Squad admires Mary 
Carner and is willing to work 
with her but - Mary is finally on 
her own entirely; poking into the 
affairs of Rockey Nardello who is 
doing time as leader of a numbers 
racket gang. 
 

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/murder/murder.html
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It Is Time, Lord
Fred Chappell

ISBN: 978-1-932482-22-5
James Christopher—book editor, 
husband, and father of two—is 
headed for trouble. Once a North 
Carolina farm boy who grew up 
hoeing, fighting, and listening to 
his grandmother read from the 
Bible, James resigns from his job 
for no apparent reason, drinks 
too much, fails in his attempt 
to take up writing, and, follow-
ing the advice of a skirt-chasing 
rogue, has an affair with a woman 
he dislikes. Daring to recall the 
events of his childhood, obsessed 
with his past and its deception, he 
struggles to truly understand his 
history and its influence on the 
man he has become.

  

http://www.bosonbooks.com/bo-
son/fiction/timelord/timelord.html




